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Abstract
The Los Alamos suite of relativistic atomic physics codes is a robust, mature platform that has
been used to model highly charged ions in a variety of ways. The suite includes capabilities for
calculating data related to fundamental atomic structure, as well as the processes of
photoexcitation, electron-impact excitation and ionization, photoionization and autoionization
within a consistent framework. These data can be of a basic nature, such as cross sections and
collision strengths, which are useful in making predictions that can be compared with
experiments to test fundamental theories of highly charged ions, such as quantum
electrodynamics. The suite can also be used to generate detailed models of energy levels and rate
coefficients, and to apply them in the collisional-radiative modeling of plasmas over a wide
range of conditions. Such modeling is useful, for example, in the interpretation of spectra
generated by a variety of plasmas. In this work, we provide a brief overview of the capabilities
within the Los Alamos relativistic suite along with some examples of its application to the
modeling of highly charged ions.

Keywords: relativistic atomic physics, collisional-radiative modeling, generalized Breit
interaction

(Some figures may appear in colour only in the online journal)

1. Introduction

The Los Alamos SuitE of Relativistic (LASER) atomic phy-
sics codes has been under development for more than 20
years and provides a variety of capabilities for modeling
highly charged ions. Applications range from basic atomic
structure calculations and line identification to the spectro-
scopic analysis of plasmas via collisional-radiative modeling
and the testing of relativistic atomic and quantum electro-
dynamics (QED) theories.

The methods for generating the fundamental data within
the suite are based on those used in the Penn State University
atomic physics codes, as described in detail in a recent review
article [1] (hereafter referred to as SZF). The implementation
of these methods within the Los Alamos computational fra-
mework resulted in the LASER codes, which provides a

convenient and robust approach for generating detailed
atomic models for the collisional-radiative modeling of
plasmas. In the next section, we describe this computational
framework along with noteworthy changes that were made
when implementing the Penn State approach within this fra-
mework. In section 3, specific examples that illustrate the
application of the LASER codes are presented, followed by a
summary in the final section.

2. The Los Alamos suite of codes

In this section, we provide a brief overview of the capabilities
available in the semi-relativistic and fully relativistic suite of
codes. The computational framework that is common to these
two capabilities is also discussed, along with various
improvements that were implemented in the Penn State codes
when developing the relativistic (LASER) capability. To
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complement the discussion below, a simple schematic dia-
gram of the present-day suite of codes is provided in figure 1.

2.1. The original Los Alamos suite of semi-relativistic codes

The original Los Alamos suite of atomic physics codes was
developed by Abdallah, Clark and coworkers [2–7]. An
overview of this suite is provided in [5–7], which we sum-
marize here. The original suite employs the semi-relativistic
approximation, with the atomic structure obtained from the
CATS (Cowanʼs ATomic Structure) code [2], which is based
on Cowanʼs atomic structure codes [8]. In addition to CATS,
the original suite consisted of the ACE (Another Collisional
Excitation), GIPPER (General Ionization Processes in the
Presence of Electrons and Radiation) and FINE (FIne-struc-
ture Non-Equilibrium) codes. The ACE code [3] provides
electron-impact excitation (EIE) data using the distorted-wave
method, which is based on the distorted-wave approach of
Mann [9] and the first-order many-body approach of
Csanak et al [10, 11]. The bound-electron wavefunctions are
obtained from the semi-relativistic approach in CATS and the
continuum-electron wavefuctions are obtained as solutions of
the Schrödinger equation within ACE. The GIPPER code
provides electron-impact ionization (EII), photoionization
(PI) and autoionization (AI) data using the distorted-wave
approach [7]. The theoretical and computational approach
used in the semi-relativistic path of GIPPER is very similar to
the fully relativistic distorted-wave approach described in [1],
except that the bound and continuum radial wave functions
are single-component type wavefunctions associated with the
Schrödinger equation, rather than the four-component spinors
associated with the Dirac equation. As in the case of ACE,

GIPPER uses the semi-relativistic bound-electron wavefunc-
tions obtained from CATS and the continuum-electron
wavefuctions are obtained as solutions of the Schrödinger
equation within GIPPER. Also, LS-coupled, rather than jj-
coupled, wave functions are used throughout the semi-rela-
tivistic approach. The similarity between these two coupling
schemes can be seen, for example, in [12], where the fac-
torized form of the EII cross section is discussed in detail for
both the LS- and jj-coupled representations. A fast, accurate
option is also available in GIPPER to calculate semi-relati-
vistic EII data, which can be useful to generate the large
amount of data required for collisional-radiative modeling.
This option employs a scaled hydrogenic approach [4, 5, 7]
that reproduces the corresponding distorted-wave values with
reasonable accuracy for highly charged ions.

As mentioned in [7], the FINE code was developed to
solve the collisional-radiative equations (see, for example,
equation (2) in [13]) for modeling plasmas under NLTE
conditions. It uses the fundamental data generated by the
other three codes to calculate rate coefficients and construct
the system of coupled equations that are necessary for colli-
sional-radiative modeling. The solution of these equations
yields the atomic level populations for a given set of plasma
conditions, from which various spectral quantities of interest,
such as emissivity and radiative power loss, can be generated.
Approximately ten years ago, the capabilities in FINE were
transferred to the more modern Another Theoretical Opacity
Modeling Integrated Code (ATOMIC) [14–16]. For semi-
relativistic configuration-average models, ATOMIC can pro-
duce spectra using the unresolved transition array (UTA)
formalism [17, 18] or the hybrid mixed UTA approach [19],
in addition to fully resolved, fine-structure spectra.

The above suite of codes enables the generation of large,
self-consistent atomic physics models, subject to resource
limitations. The semi-relativistic suite has been applied to a
broad range of plasma applications (see [7] and the references
therein) and continues to be used and developed to this day.
In addition, the semi-relativistic capabilities of CATS, ACE
and GIPPER are available online [20].

2.2. Computational framework

While the theory and computational methods employed in the
Los Alamos suite of codes are of fundamental importance to
the calculation of accurate data for the modeling of highly
charged ions, the computational framework is crucial for
producing large-scale models in a convenient, automated
manner. At the heart of this framework is the concept that the
atomic physics models are created in a self-consistent manner.
A list of configurations is specified by the user for a particular
application and then this list is carried through from atomic
structure to excitation/ionization to collisional-radiative
modeling. All possible transitions are automatically con-
sidered for the five fundamental processes of photoexcitation,
PI, electron-impact excitation and ionization, and AI. Rate
coefficients for those five processes, and their corresponding
inverse processes, are calculated within ATOMIC. The col-
lisional-radiative equations are solved, resulting in a set of

Figure 1. A schematic diagram of the Los Alamos suite of atomic
physics codes: CATS, RATS, ACE, GIPPER and ATOMIC. The
first four codes produce fundamental atomic physics data that are
processed by ATOMIC, which calculates populations for plasmas
under local thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE) or non-LTE (NLTE)
conditions, as well as a variety of spectral quantities. Abbreviations
are as follows: SR = semi-relativistic, FR = fully relativistic,
EIE = electron-impact excitation, EII = electron-impact ionization,
PI = photoionization, AI = autoionization, UTA = unresolved
transition array, and MUTA = mixed UTA. See text for additional
details.
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populations and requested spectral quantities. With this
approach, the computational framework ensures that the
models are consistent and complete for the list of user-spe-
cified configurations that were considered at the beginning of
the calculation. Since the same theory and computational
methods are applied to all ion stages, the resulting models are
also self-consistent in this regard.

Another important part of the framework is the binary file
format used to communicate data from one code to another.
The IPCRESS (Independent of Platform and Can be Read by
Existing Software Subroutines) random-access binary file
format is used to store large amounts of data that can be
accessed in a fast, convenient manner. As the name suggests,
IPCRESS files can be ported to any platform and used within
the Los Alamos suite in a transparent manner. There is no
need to worry about differences in operating systems, big-
versus little-endian file formats, etc. This characteristic is
desirable in modern computing environments where available
platforms can change on a relatively short time scale and
expensive, large atomic data sets are expected to be accessible
regardless of these changes. The IPCRESS file format
superseded the earlier PARADISE (Particularly Accessible
Data Indexing SystEm) binary file format [7], which pos-
sessed similar features, but was not platform-independent.

Finally, the framework of the Los Alamos suite uses
memory-managed, or allocatable, arrays throughout. This
approach allows for the calculation of very large models in an
efficient way, such that the memory footprint of each code
only grows as large as necessary. Also, the inconvenience of
changing dimensioning statements followed by recompiling
in order to accommodate progressively larger models is
automatically avoided.

2.3. The LASER codes

As mentioned in the Introduction, the methods for calculating
the fundamental atomic data within the LASER codes are
based on the Penn State approach, as described in SZF. Most
of the capabilities described in that work have been imple-
mented in the relativistic suite and we provide a brief
description here, listing only the most important equations.
(The reader is encouraged to consult the extensive theoretical
and computational developments surrounding the indicated
equation numbers in SZF for further details.)

2.3.1. Atomic structure. For example, the Dirac–Fock–Slater
(DFS) approximation was implemented in the RATS
(Relativistic ATomic Structure) code, which is the
relativistic analog of the semi-relativistic CATS code
described above. The DFS method is fully relativistic, with
all bound- and free-electron wave functions obtained by
solving the Dirac equation. Thus, the bound radial wave
functions are solutions of the coupled equations given by (see
equations (2.9) and (2.10) in SZF)

r r
P r V r Q r

d

d
( )

2
( )

4
( ) (1)n n n2

⎡
⎣⎢

⎤
⎦⎥

⎡
⎣⎢

⎤
⎦⎥

κ α ϵ
α

+ = − +κ κ κ

and

[ ]
r r

Q r V r P r
d

d
( )

2
( ) ( ). (2)n n n

⎡
⎣⎢

⎤
⎦⎥

κ α ϵ− = −κ κ κ

In the above equations, nκ are the usual quantum numbers
that denote a particular subshell, i.e. n is the principal
quantum number and κ is the relativistic quantum number that
takes on the values

l j l l j l,
1

2
; ( 1),

1

2
, (3)κ κ= = − = − + = +

where l and j are the orbital and total angular momentum
numbers associated with a given subshell. Pnκ and Qnκ are,
respectively, the large and small components of the wave
function, nϵ κ is the energy eigenvalue, V(r) is the DFS central
potential, and α is the fine-structure constant. The use of the
Slater, local-exchange potential in generating the bound-
electron wave functions limits the range of accuracy of this
method to highly charged ions, typically half-ionized or more,
which is well suited for the subject matter of this special issue.

As is customary in multi-configuration relativistic
computer packages (see the discussion on pp. 114–5 in
SZF), the Pnκ and Qnκ radial functions can be combined with
the appropriate angular algebra to construct pure, jj-coupled
basis states, r r … r( , , , )N1 2Φν , where ri is the position vector of
the ith electron. These jj-coupled basis states are referred to as
single-configuration state functions (SCSFs) since they are
obtained by coupling the j values of each subshell within a
particular relativistic configuration. The SCSFs can be
characterized by parity and total angular momentum quantum
number J. The complete N-electron Hamiltonian is then
expressed numerically in a subspace of the SCSF basis for all
states with a given parity and J value. Approximate, fine-
structure ion wave functions, Ψ, are obtained by diagonalizing
the Hamiltonian. These fine-structure wave functions are
linear combinations of the SCSF basis states and are given by

r r … r r r … rb( , , , ) ( , , , ), (4)N

N

N1 2

1

1 2

SCSF

∑Ψ Φ=
ν

ν ν
=

where NSCSF represents the number of SCSF states with a
specific parity and J value. The mixing coefficients, bν, are the
eigenvectors obtained by diagonalizing the Hamiltonian. The
energies associated with the fine-structure levels are the
corresponding eigenenergies resulting from the diagonaliza-
tion. This procedure results in fine-structure wave functions
that contain contributions from different configurations, a
concept that is typically referred to as configuration interac-
tion (see p. 106 in [8], as well as section 2.5 of the present
work, for more details).

2.3.2. Electric dipole oscillator strengths. A detailed
description of the DFS approach, including the calculation
of oscillator strengths (or gf values) and radiative transition
probabilities, is provided in chapters 2 and 3 of SZF. The
electric dipole oscillator strength, fij, between an initial fine-
structure level, magnetic sublevel or configuration i and a
final fine-structure level, magnetic sublevel or configuration j
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is given by the usual generic expression (see equation (3.3) in
SZF)

f
E

g
S

3
, (5)ij

i
ij

Δ=

where EΔ is the transition energy in Rydbergs, gi is the
statistical weight of the initial fine-structure level, magnetic
sublevel or configuration and Sij is the corresponding line
strength. (For any magnetic sublevel, g 1i ≡ .) The line
strength for a transition between magnetic sublevels denoted
by J Mt t tΔ and J Mt t tΔ′ ′ ′ is given by the fundamental
expression (see equation (3.5) in SZF)

( ) rS J M J M J M J M , (6)t t t t t t t t t

i

N

i t t t

1

2

∑Δ Δ Δ Δ− ′ ′ ′ = ∣ ∣ ′ ′ ′
=

where N is the number of bound electrons in the target ion of
interest and ri is the position vector of the ith electron. The
quantum numbers Jt and Mt represent the total and
corresponding magnetic angular momentum quantum number
of the initial sublevel, and the symbol tΔ denotes all other
quantum numbers that are necessary to specify the initial
sublevel. A similar statement holds for the primed J Mt t tΔ′ ′ ′
values associated with the final sublevel. If we consider a
transition between fine-structure levels associated with the
sublevels J Mt t tΔ and J Mt t tΔ′ ′ ′, then the properties of
irreducible tensors can be employed to write the line strength
in the useful computational form (see equation (3.14) in SZF)

( ) ( )

P

S J J S J M J M

J J

, ,

. (7)

t t t t

M M

t t t t t t

t t t t

,

(1) 2

t t

∑Δ Δ Δ Δ

Δ Δ

′ ′ = ′ ′ ′

= ∥ ∥ ′ ′

′

The symbol P(1) is the electric dipole operator (see equation
(3.7) in SZF)

P r P (8)
i

N

i

q

q
(1)

1

(1)∑ ∑≡ =
=

and (see equation (3.8) in SZF)

( )P C rr ˆ , (9)q

i

N

i q i
(1)

1

(1)∑=
=

where C(1) is the renormalized spherical harmonic of rank
one. The reduced matrix element in equation (7) can be
expressed in terms of products of one-electron radial integrals
and angular coefficients in the standard way (see section 3.2
in SZF), which can be computed in a straightforward manner
for arbitrary transitions.

2.3.3. Excitation and ionization processes involving distorted
waves. Rather than create separate, relativistic versions of
the ACE and GIPPER codes, relativistic logic was
implemented directly in the semi-relativistic codes in order
to take advantage of the pre-existing computational
framework described in section 2.2. For example, the ACE
code contains both the factorized and non-factorized methods

for calculating EIE cross sections or collision strengths. The
latter method also includes the capability to calculate cross
sections for transitions between magnetic sublevels, which are
useful in the study of plasma polarization spectroscopy. These
EIE methods are described in chapters 4 and 9 of SZF.
Similarly, the EII methods in GIPPER are described in
chapters 5 and 9 of SZF. Similar to the semi-relativistic suite,
a fast, accurate method, based on a scaled pseudo-hydrogenic
approach, is available in the relativistic suite to calculate
distorted-wave-quality EII cross sections [21–23]. However,
for highly charged heavy ions, the first-order QED effect
associated with the generalized Breit interaction (GBI) must
be taken into account and the EII fit formulas are not as
straightforward as in the semi-relativistic case. This QED
effect is discussed in more detail in the next section. The
methods for calculating PI cross sections and AI rates in
GIPPER are described in chapters 6 and 7 of SZF,
respectively.

The continuum radial wave functions that are required for
each of the excitation and ionization processes considered
within ACE and GIPPER are again generated from a pair of
coupled Dirac equations, very similar to equations 1 and 2,
except that nκ are replaced with ϵκ , where ϵ is a continuous
variable that denotes the energy of the continuum electron. To
wit (see equations (4.10) and (4.11) in SZF)

r r
P r V r Q r

d
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4
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d

d
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2
[ ( )] ( ), (11)
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⎤
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κ α ϵ− = − −ϵκ ϵκ

where ϵ is positive and is the kinetic energy of the electron in
Rydbergs when r → ∞. The numerical procedures used to
solve these equations for the continuum radial functions are
discussed in detail in section 4.5 of SZF.

The relativistic distorted-wave expressions for the
collision strength or rates associated with these excitation
and ionization processes are as follows. Starting with the
process of EIE, we again consider a transition between fine-
structure levels denoted by J Jt t t tΔ Δ→ ′ ′. The EIE distorted-
wave collision strength for such a transition can be written in
the generic form (see equation (4.6) in SZF)

( )J J J

r

8 (2 1)

1
, (12)

t t t t

J

i
p q
p q

N

pq
f

, ,

1

2

∑

∑ ∑

Ω Δ Δ

Ψ Ψ

− ′ ′ = +

×
κ κ′ <

+

where an extra factor of four appears in this formula, relative
to other expressions that one might encounter in the literature,
due to the use of Rydberg atomic units. With this choice of
units, distances are in units of the Bohr radius and energies in
Rydbergs, so that the electron–electron interaction is r2 pq.
The quantities κ and κ′ are the initial and final relativistic
quantum numbers that represent the partial waves associated
with the incident and scattered electrons, respectively. We
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have employed the customary practice of using unsubscripted
quantum numbers to describe the free electrons. Thus, κ is
related to the orbital and total angular momentum quantum
numbers l and j for the incident free electron according to
equation (3). Similarly, the quantum-number relations

l j l

l j l

,
1

2
,

( 1),
1

2
(13)

κ

κ

′ = ′ ′ = ′ −

′ = − ′ + ′ = ′ +

apply to the scattered free electron. The symbol J refers the
total angular momentum of the complete N( 1)+ -electron
system that is formed by coupling Jt of the initial ion with j of
the incident electron, or Jt′ of the final ion with j′ of the
scattered electron. The resulting value of J must be the same
in both cases in order for the matrix element in equation (12)
to be non-zero. The iΨ and fΨ in equation (12) are the initial
and final antisymmetric wave functions, respectively, for the
total N( 1)+ -electron system consisting of the target ion plus
a free electron, respectively.

In the non-factorized approach (see section 4.2 in SZF),
equation (12) is alternatively written as a summation of
elements of the standard reactance matrix (see equation (4.12)
in SZF), which in turn can be decomposed into sums of
products of angular coefficients and radial (Slater) integrals.
For the process of EIE, the Slater integrals contain two radial
wave functions that represent bound electrons, and two radial
wave functions that represent continuum electrons. As usual,
there are ‘direct’ integrals,

( )D n l j lj n l j l j
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and ‘exchange’ integrals,
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where r r( )< > is the lesser (greater) of r1 and r2. The required
angular coefficients are obtained from the MCP angular
package of the multi-configuration Dirac–Fock (MCDF)
atomic structure code of Grant and coworkers [24] with a
few modifications, such as allowing the outer electron
(continuum electron in our case) to have much larger angular

momenta than those occurring in ordinary atomic structure
calculations.

As mentioned at the beginning of this section, there is
also a factorized approach to calculating the EIE collision
strength in the ACE code. This approach involves the
factorization of the reactance matrix in such a way that the
angular part of the calculations can be simplified for complex
ions. The method is based on the work of Bar-Shalom et al
[25]. A detailed description of this approach will not be
discussed here, but is provided in section 4.3 of SZF.

Moving on to the process of EII, the relativistic distorted-
wave approach follows the theoretical and computational
approach for EIE in a very similar way. The main difference
is that the bound electron in the excitation process must be
replaced by the ejected electron in the ionization process.
From a practical perspective, there are five steps that are
required to extend the non-factorized distorted-wave EIE
approach to the process of EII. These steps are listed in
section 5.1 of SZF. The resulting EII cross section can be
expressed in the form

( )Q J J
k g

J
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+

where we now consider an ionizing transition between fine-
structure levels denoted by J Jt t t tΔ Δ→ ″ ″ instead of

J Jt t t tΔ Δ→ ′ ′. The level tΔ″ is in the adjacent ion stage
relative to the initial level Jt tΔ and contains one less electron.
The above expression is the EII cross-section analog of the
EIE collision-strength expression displayed in equation (12).
In equation (16), I is the ionization energy of the transition in
question, ϵ is the kinetic energy of the incident electron, k is
the wavenumber of the incident electron, gi is the statistical
weight of the initial level, ϵ″ is the kinetic energy of the
ejected electron and κ″ represents the partial waves of the
ejected electron. There is also a summation over all possible
values of Jt′, which represents the total angular momentum of
the N-electron system consisting of the final N( 1)− -electron
ion with total angular momentum Jt″ plus the ejected electron
with total angular momentum j″. The integral over ϵ″ is
carried out over the appropriate range of the kinetic energy of
the ejected electron.

The manipulation of the above expression for the EII
cross section into a form that can be readily calculated
proceeds in much the same way as in the case of EIE. The
cross section can be decomposed into a sum of products of
angular coefficients and Slater integrals, which contain only
one bound-electron wave function and three continuum-
electron wave function. (See section 5.1 of SZF for further
details.) A factorized method for calculating the EII cross
section is also available in GIPPER. Again, the theoretical
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and computational details are very similar to those considered
for EIE and the details are provided in section 5.2 of SZF.

Next, we provide an expression for the relativistic
distorted-wave PI cross section. As in the case of EII, we
consider an ionizing transition between fine-structure levels
denoted by J Jt t t tΔ Δ→ ″ ″. We write the PI cross section in the
form

( ) ( )
( )

Q J J
E

J

J J l j J

4

3 2 1

, , (17)

t t t t
t

l j J

t t t t

PI
p

, ,

∑

Δ Δ
πα

Δ Δ ϵ

− ″ ″ =
+

″ ″ ′ ′ ′ ′
′ ′ ′

where Ep is the photon energy in Rydbergs and ϵ′ is the
ejected-electron kinetic energy related to Ep and the
ionization energy EΔ by

( )E E J J . (18)t t t tpϵ Δ Δ Δ′ = − − ″ ″

The symbol  represents the generalized oscillator strength,
which is a generalization of the line strength in equation (7),
and is given by

( ) PJ J l j J J J l j J, . (19)t t t t t t t t
(1) 2 Δ Δ ϵ Δ Δ ϵ″ ″ ′ ′ ′ ′ = ∥ ∥ ″ ″ ′ ′ ′ ′

Here, the symbol J′ represents the total angular momentum of
the final system formed by the final ion in level Jt tΔ″ ″ and the
free (ionized) electron composed of partial waves that are
denoted by the usual notation l jϵ′ ′ ′. The reduced matrix
element in the above expression is similar to that appearing in
equation (7) for photoexcitation, except that the angular
momentum coupling in the final state is somewhat more
complicated. As in the case of photoexcitation, the reduced
matrix element in equation (19) can be expressed in terms of
products of one-electron radial integrals and angular coeffi-
cients (see section 6.1 in SZF), which, in turn, can be readily
computed for arbitrary transitions.

To end this section, we provide an expression for the
distorted-wave AI rate. The basic formula is (see equation
(7.2) in SZF)

A
r

2 2
(20)di

a
i

p q
p q

N

pq
d

,

1

2

∑ ∑Ψ Ψ=
κ

<

+



where dΨ represents a doubly excited level with N 1+
electrons and iΨ represents the resultant N( 1)+ -electron
system, composed of an N-electron ion and an ejected
continuum electron, after the AI process has occurred. The
sum over κ indicates the sum over partial waves of the sole
continuum electron that is present in the AI process. As in the
case of EIE, the above expression can be rewritten in terms of
a summation over elements of the standard reactance matrix,
which can be decomposed into sums of products of angular
coefficients and Slater integrals. The angular coefficients are
readily determined from the MCP package in the MCDF code
[24]. The direct and exchange Slater integrals are the same as
those appearing in equations (14) and (15), except that the

incident-electron wave functions are replaced with those of a
bound electron (see equations (7.5) and (7.6) in SZF).

2.3.4. Collisional-radiative modeling. The capability to use
the relativistic atomic data produced by the RATS, ACE and
GIPPER codes in the collisional-radiative modeling of
plasmas was originally incorporated in the FINE code
[6, 7, 27, 28] and more recently in the ATOMIC code [29].
As indicated in the earlier section 2.2, implementation of the
Penn State relativistic approach within the computational
framework of the Los Alamos suite resulted in significant
convenience and efficiency. The generation and use of large-
scale, consistent models for collisional-radiative modeling can
be carried out in a self-consistent, automated manner. The
expressions for the rate coefficients for the five processes
described above are obtained in the standard way, which are
described in detail in various chapters of SZF. The rate
coefficients for the corresponding inverse processes are
obtained via the principle of detailed balance [26].

2.4. Modifications and extensions to the Penn State codes

A number of modifications and extensions to the Penn State
codes were incorporated in the LASER codes. For example,
while the Penn State codes have the capability to calculate
data in the pseudo-hydrogenic approximation, a relativistic
configuration-average approach had to be developed for the
Los Alamos suite. The relevant formulas for this approach are
provided in various locations in SZF and will not be repeated
here. Such a capability is useful for doing scoping calcula-
tions in preparation for a more computationally intensive,
fine-structure treatment for certain applications. When a
configuration-average treatment is the only viable approach,
due to the presence of complex ions or computational lim-
itations, the relativistic UTA method [30, 31] can be useful in
producing line details that approximate what would be
obtained from a fine-structure treatment in emission spectra.
Thus, the relativistic UTA approach was implemented in the
spectral modeling capabilities of the LASER codes to com-
plement the relativistic configuration-average approach.

Another extension of the Penn State codes concerns the
fractional occupation number (FON) approach that is descri-
bed in chapter 1 of SZF. The FON approach involves the
prescription of a single, fictitious configuration with FONs for
each nlj subshell to represent the entire set of physical con-
figurations in a model. This configuration is used to generate a
single set of bound wave functions and then integer occupa-
tion numbers are combined with the wave functions to
describe all of the physical configurations that are enumerated
in a particular model. While the FON approach is perfectly
adequate for generating atomic data for configurations with
relatively low principal quantum numbers, such as those
considered in the published results for the Penn State codes, it
can produce less accurate results when considering config-
urations that contain subshells with n 10∼ , which may be
required to obtain a converged ionization balance or spectrum
in the context of collisional-radiative modeling. Thus, a
capability to produce a different set of wave functions for
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each physical nlj-type relativistic configuration was imple-
mented, similar to what is done in the semi-relativistic suite
for each nl-type non-relativistic configuration. We refer to this
approach as the ‘non-FON’ approach. Such an approach can
produce more accurate transition energies because each con-
figuration energy is optimized separately, but is also slower to
calculate than the FON method and results in a set of wave
functions that are not orthogonal, which can produce less
accurate cross sections. However, the lack of orthogonality is
somewhat mitigated when considering highly charged ions
because the interaction of a given bound electron is typically
stronger with the nucleus than with the other electrons, which
results in wave functions that are approximately orthogonal,
particularly for tightly bound orbitals. As a compromise, an
intermediate approach called ‘FON3’ has been implemented
that groups together those relativistic configurations that
reside within the same Layzer complex (CPLX) [33]. In this
case, a different set of wave functions is generated for each
complex. The FON3 approach has been found to reproduce
level energies obtained from non-FON calculations with good
accuracy while also preserving a large fraction of the com-
putational efficiency associated with the FON approach. On a
related note, if spectroscopic quality line positions are desired,
such as those available from the NIST atomic spectra data-
base [32], it is possible to overwrite the RATS-generated
values so that ATOMIC will produce spectra that contain
more accurately located features.

2.5. Configuration interaction

The LASER codes permit more control over the amount of
configuration interaction in the atomic structure compared to
what is possible in the Penn State codes. If the amount of
configuration interaction is limited, the structure calculation
typically requires less time (sometimes one or more orders of
magnitude less time), but the resulting spectrum typically
contains fewer lines with possibly less accurate positions and
strengths. Thus, it is desirable to have several options in order
to investigate the sensitivity and convergence of spectra to the
amount of configuration interaction, balanced against avail-
able computational resources. For example, the RATS code
allows for relativistic single-configuration (SCR) calculations,
non-relativistic single-configuration (SCNR) calculations,
CPLX calculations, and full configuration-interaction (FULL
CI) calculations. These different options all concern the
number of pure jj-coupled states, characterized by parity and
total angular momentum value J( ), that are allowed to mix
when diagonalizing the Hamiltonian to obtain mixing coef-
ficients and fine-structure level energies. In general, all pos-
sible states of a given parity and J are considered within a
given diagonalization, which is a FULL CI calculation. An
SCR calculation allows mixing to occur only between those
pure states of a given parity and J value that arise from a
single nlj-type relativistic configuration. An SCNR calcula-
tion, sometimes referred to as ‘intermediate coupling’, is more
inclusive than an SCR calculation, allowing mixing to occur
only between those pure states of a given parity and J value
that arise from a single nl-type non-relativistic configuration.

An SCNR calculation includes a limited amount of CI, which
we refer to as ‘relativistic CI’. A CPLX calculation is more
inclusive than an SCNR calculation, allowing mixing to occur
between all pure states of a given parity and J value that
reside within a Layzer complex. So, to be clear, the terms
‘SC’, ‘SCNR’ and ‘CPLX’ simply refer to the amount of
mixing that is considered when diagonalizing the Hamiltonian
in an atomic structure calculation. In principle, one can carry
out SCNR and CPLX calculations in a semi-relativistic code
such as CATS, while all three types of calculations are pos-
sible in a fully relativistic code such as RATS. These different
ways of limiting the amount of mixing in the atomic structure
calculation are not new, having been applied, for example, by
Turck-Chièze et al [34] in the study of opacities for the
modeling of slow pulsating B and β Cephei stars.

Since the SCNR and SCR methods may not be widely
known, and because the terminology ‘intermediate coupling’
can sometimes have different meanings in different contexts,
we consider here a simple example to illustrate the main
ideas. A more realistic application of these configuration-
interaction options to the spectroscopy of the opacity of iron
is provided in section 3. We first consider the specific case of
the non-relativistic, nl-type 1s2p configuration for an arbitrary
He-like ion. It is well known that two pure (LS-coupled) basis
states with J = 1 arise from this configuration, denoted by the
usual singlet 1P1 and triplet 3P1 notation. If the appropriate
2 × 2 Hamiltonian is constructed with this basis set and
subsequently diagonalized, the resulting energy levels are a
mixture of these two basis states. Each level is typically
denoted by whichever basis state possesses the larger mixing
coefficient in the representation of said level, and we refer to
this kind of mixing, which considers mixing only between
those pure basis states that arise from a single nl-type con-
figuration, as ‘intermediate coupling’. (See, for example, the
detailed discussion provided by Cowan on pp. 288–96 in [8].)
The fact that only a single, 1s2p configuration was considered
when diagonalizing the Hamiltonian is also an illustration of
the SCNR approach. More specifically, it is again well known
that, in principle, all possible n1s p 1P1 and

3P1 basis states for
n 2⩾ can mix when constructing the Hamiltonian for an He-
like ion. The SCNR approach completely eliminates the
mixing associated with CI between non-relativistic config-
urations (but not the mixing associated with intermediate
coupling described above) by considering only one config-
uration at a time when performing the diagonalization of the
Hamiltonian.

The above example is appropriate for semi-relativistic
structure codes, that deal with nl-type configurations and LS-
coupled basis states, such as CATS. In that context, we
simply refer to a SCNR calculation simply as a ‘single-con-
figuration’ or ‘SC’ calculation. However, when considering
fully relativistic structure codes that deal with nlj-type con-
figurations and jj-coupled basis states, such as RATS, there is
an additional level of refinement (the SCR approach) that may
be considered. Returning to the above example, in a code
such as RATS, the 1s2p configuration is actually split into
the two nlj-type configurations, sometimes referred to as
‘relativistic configurations’ or ‘subconfigurations’, which are
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denoted by 1s 2p1 2 1 2 and 1s 2p1 2 3 2. The corresponding pure
jj basis states with J = 1 are denoted by (1s 2p )1 2 1 2 1 and
(1s 2p )1 2 3 2 1, with one basis state arising from each of the
relativistic configurations. In this case, when diagonalizing
the Hamiltonian, one has the option to consider each relati-
vistic configuration separately (the SCR approach) or to allow
mixing to occur between the pure jj basis states that arise from
both relativistic configurations (the SCNR approach). In the
SCR approach, there is no need to diagonalize the Hamilto-
nian because there is no mixing and hence no off-diagonal
matrix elements. The Hamiltonian is represented by a single
number, i.e. the diagonal matrix element, for each basis state.
On the other hand, in the SCNR approach the Hamiltonian is
expressed as a 2 × 2 matrix, which is diagonalized to obtain
the resulting mixed energy levels. Since the SCNR approach
includes mixing between all possible basis states arising from
a set of relativistic configurations (which arise from a single,
nonrelativistic configuration), we say that an SCNR calcula-
tion includes a limited amount of CI or, more precisely, that it
includes ‘relativistic CI’. When constructing the SCNR
Hamiltonian, this relativistic CI is represented by Slater
integrals that are automatically included in a semi-relativistic
single-configuration treatment. Thus, fully relativistic SCNR
calculations and semi-relativistic single-configuration calcu-
lations of highly charged ions with low to moderate Z values,
Z 30≲ , typically produce atomic data and spectra that agree
reasonably well, assuming all other aspects of the calculations
are the same.

2.6. Multipole oscillator strengths

The ability to calculate high-order (beyond electric dipole)
multipole oscillator strengths has been implemented in RATS,
based on the work of Grant [35]. The lines associated with
these lower probability transitions have been observed for
decades in the spectra of low-density astrophysical plasmas
(see, for example, [13]). However, these forbidden lines have
also been observed in laboratory experiments of moderate-
density tungsten plasmas, such as electron beam ion traps
(EBIT) [36, 37] and tokamaks [38, 39]. A specific application
of these higher-order multipole data to the collisional-radia-
tive modeling of tungsten is provided in the next section. In
this section, we provide general formulas for the configura-
tion-average and fine-structure oscillator strengths for arbi-
trary multipoles. These results do not appear in SZF.

2.6.1. Configuration-average theory. We start with equation
(5.2) in [35], which provides the general expression for the
oscillator strength of an arbitrary multipole transition between
Dirac orbitals labeled by n n l jα κ≡ =α α α α α and

n n l jβ κ≡ =β β β β β in terms of the spontaneous emission A
coefficient. We reproduce that expression here as

f
c

A( )
2

( ), (21)
2

2
ω

αω
ω= −β α β α→ →

where c is the speed of light, ω is the transition energy
between the two orbitals and the factor of α appearing in the

denominator is the fine-structure constant (not to be confused
with the orbital label). It is understood that ω is chosen to be
the transition energy for an emission transition, i.e.

0ω ϵ ϵ= − <α β . (Equation (21) above corrects two typos
that appear in Grantʼs equation (5.2): (1) that equation
incorrectly used the emission oscillator strength in place of
the absorption oscillator strength, i.e. fβ α→ should have been
replaced with fα β→ in that expression, and (2) it was also
missing a factor of c2 in the numerator.) Combining Grantʼs
equations (5.2) and (5.1), the oscillator strength for a
multipole transition from orbital β to orbital α of order L
can be written in terms of 3-j symbols and radial matrix
elements according to

( )
f

c j

L

j L j

M( )
2 1

(2 1)
1

2
0

1

2

( ) . (22)
2

2

2
⎛

⎝
⎜⎜⎜

⎞

⎠
⎟⎟⎟ω

ω
ω=

+
+ −β α

α
β α

αβ→

Expressions for the magnetic-quantum-number averaged
matrix element Mαβ appearing in equation (22) are provided
by Grant for both magnetic and electric multipole transitions
(denoted by superscripts m and e, respectively) in his
equations (4.9) and (4.10). These expressions are reproduced
here in order to support the subsequent discussion. The
magnetic multipole formula is

( )M i
L

L L
I( )

2 1

[ ( 1)]
( ), (23)m L

L
1

1 2
ω κ κ ω= +

+
+αβ α β

+ +

where κ is the usual relativistic orbital quantum number and
IL

+ represents a radial integral (described below). Evaluation
of equation (23) with L = 1, 2, … will produce M1, M2, …
oscillator strengths, respectively. The electric multipole
formula is

( )M G M G M; ( ; 0) ( ), (24)e
L

e
L

lω ω ω= +αβ αβ αβ

where GL is a gauge-dependent parameter and the two electric
matrix elements (the superscript l denotes the longitudinal
contribution) are given by

M i
L

L

I L I

L

L
I LI a

( ; 0)
1

( ) ( ) ( 1) ( )

1
( ) ( ) ( ) , (25 )

e L

L L

L L

1 2

1 1

1 2

1 1⎜ ⎟

⎜ ⎟

⎪

⎪

⎪

⎧⎨
⎩

⎛
⎝

⎞
⎠

⎡⎣ ⎤⎦
⎛
⎝

⎞
⎠ ⎡⎣ ⎤⎦

⎫
⎬
⎭

ω

κ κ ω ω

κ κ ω ω

=
+

× − + +

− + − −

αβ

α β

α β

+
+

+
−

−
+

−
−

( )
}

{M i L J

I I

LI L I b

( ) (2 1) ( )

( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( 1) ( ) . (25 )

l L
L

L L

L L

1 1

1 1

ω ω

κ κ ω ω

ω ω

= − +

+ − +

− + +

αβ

α β +
+

−
+

−
−

+
−

(The first line in equation (25b) corrects a typo in Grantʼs
equation (4.10).) Evaluation of equation (24) with L = 1, 2,…
will produce E1, E2, … oscillator strengths, respectively.

The I and J radial integrals are given by

( )I P Q Q P j r c r a( ) ( )d , (26 )L L
0

∫ω ω= ±α β α β
±

∞
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( )J P P Q Q j r c r b( ) ( )d , (26 )L L
0

∫ω ω= +α β α β
∞

where P and Q are the usual large and small components of
the orbital radial wave function, respectively, and jL is the
spherical Bessel function of order L. As for the gauge-
dependent parameter, GL, Grant considers two values of
interest:

G
L L

0 (Coulomb gauge)

[( 1) ] (Babushkin gauge).
(27)L 1 2

⎧⎨⎩=
+

In the nonrelativistic limit, use of the Coulomb gauge
produces the velocity form of the (E1) dipole oscillator
strength while the Babushkin gauge produces the length form
[35]. Both the Coulomb and Babushkin gauges have been
implemented in RATS. Here, we give the radial matrix
element in the Babushkin gauge (the ω dependence of the I
and J integrals has been omitted for brevity),

}

{M
L

L
i

L

L L
L J

I L I

;
1 2 1

[ ( 1)]
( 1)

( ) ( 1) . (28)

e L
L

L L

1 2

1 1

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟ω

κ κ

+ = +
+

− +

+ − + +

αβ

α β +
+

+
−

Equation (28) agrees with Grantʼs equation (4.11), except that
two typos have been corrected: (1) the superscript l has been
replaced by e and (2) a negative sign has been placed before
the first occurrence of L( 1)+ within the curly brackets.

The above discussion can be readily applied to config-
uration-average transitions. Specifically, the configuration-
average result can be written in the form

( ) ( )f P w w f( , ) , (29)CA CA CAω ω=β α β α β α→ →

where the probability factor

( )
P w w

w j w

j
( , )

2 2

2 1
, (30)=

+ −
+β α

β α α

α

is a function of the occupation numbers wβ and wα of the
active initial and final orbitals, respectively, as they appear in
their corresponding configurations. Note that the transition
energy ω has also been replaced by the appropriate
configuration-average value CAω in equation (29).

The E1 oscillator strength obtained from the above
general formulation includes the effect of retardation, while
the result in section 2.3.2 did not, i.e. the wavelength of the
radiation was assumed to be large relative to the extent of the
target atom or ion. The connection between these two
formulations can be demonstrated by expanding the expres-
sion in curly brackets in equation (28) in powers of r c( )ω
and retaining only the lowest order surviving term. Setting
L = 1, expanding the spherical Bessel functions according to

j z
z

L
( )

(2 1) !!
(31)L

L

=
+

+ ⋯

and substituting equation (28) in equation (22) yields
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where the line strength is given by

( )CS j j P P Q Q r r( , ) d (33)(1)

0

2

∫β α = +β α α β α β
∞

and the reduced matrix element of the renormalized spherical
harmonic is

( )( )Cj j j j

j j

( 1) 2 1 2 1

1

1

2
0

1

2

. (34)

j(1) 1 2
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⎞

⎠
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= − + +

×
−

β α β α

β α

+β

It is easy to see that equation (32) agrees with the generic
expression for the unretarded E1 oscillator strength given in
equation (5).

2.6.2. Fine-structure theory. In this section, we provide a
brief description of the method for calculating multipole
oscillator strengths for transitions between fine-structure
levels. We consider a transition from an energy level Ub to
Ua, which can be expressed in terms of pure fine-structure
basis states Sb and Sa as (see equation (4))

( )

( )

U b U S S

U b U S S

, ,

, , (35)

b

S

b b b

a

S

a a a

b

a

∑

∑

∣ = ∣

∣ = ∣

where the b ( )⋯ symbols represent the mixing coefficients.
Then the oscillator strength for this transition can be
expressed as

( )

( ) ( )f
L

b U S b U S
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d M
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2
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⎛

⎝
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⎞

⎠
⎟⎟⎟

∑

∑

ω
α ω

ω

=
+

× − +

×
−

β α
α

β α

αβ

→

+ +α β

where β and α represent the active orbitals in the initial state
Sb and the final state Sa, respectively, and baω is the transition
energy between the fine-structure levels Ub and Ua. The
symbol dba

L in equation (36) represents the angular coeffi-
cients between the fine-structure states Sb and Sa, and can be
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evaluated via the MCT package of the MCDF structure code
of Grant et al [24]. The matrix elements M ( )baωαβ are given
in the previous section.

2.7. Computational efficiency

From a computational perspective, some of the Penn State
algorithms have been made more efficient in both memory
requirements and computational speed by modifying and
reordering various logic. Parallel algorithms have also been
implemented in RATS, which permit the calculation of
detailed fine-structure models that were previously intract-
able. Parallel algorithms were also implemented in ATOMIC
[29] for solving the system of coupled rate equations,
allowing for collisional-radiative modeling with up to 106

relativistic configurations for a given set of plasma conditions.

3. Applications of the LASER codes

The earliest applications of the LASER codes involved purely
theoretical, feasibility studies of the collisional-radiative
modeling of non-LTE (optically thin) gold plasmas for
applications to inertial confinement fusion [40, 41]. Those
early studies produced benchmark calculations for the colli-
sional-radiative modeling of gold plasmas and included an
exploration of the level of complexity that could be achieved
in configuration-average models for ion stages in the vicinity
of the Ni-like stage. Since that time, the LASER codes have
been applied to problems ranging from the basic validation of
EII cross sections [42] to the construction of detailed models
for use in identifying spectroscopic signatures from dopants
in inertial confinement fusion experiments [43].

An important driver for improvements of the LASER
codes has been the need to generate benchmark calculations
for a variety of elements that were submitted to the Non-LTE
code comparison workshops. These workshops have taken
place approximately every other year since 1996 [44–51] and
provide a venue for the comparison of collisional-radiative
codes that employ a very wide range of methods and
approximations. In addition to these verification efforts, the
workshops have provided opportunities for code validation
against experimental measurements in a number of cases. A
particular example of applying a LASER model that was
created for the NLTE workshops to the collisional-radiative
modeling of an emission spectrum from gold is provided
below. Additional examples of modeling the spectroscopy of
plasmas consisting of highly charged iron, tungsten and
uranium are also provided in this section. In all cases, the
FON3 approach described above was employed to obtain the
DFS potential that was used to generate the bound state
orbitals, except for the uranium example, for which the non-
FON option was used.

3.1. Iron

The study of iron, and its spectrum in particular, has long
been of interest to the astrophysical community due to its

relatively large abundance among the metals in a variety of
objects and because of its relatively strong contribution to the
opacity in stellar mixtures. Recent interest has been particu-
larly intense, garnering two iron-centric Nature articles in the
past two years on the subjects of diagnostic lines in Fe16+ [52]
and the opacity of iron at conditions relevant to the base of the
solar convection zone [53]. Other recent astrophysical
examples that involve iron gray opacities and spectra include
stellar envelope modeling [34] and the spectroscopic model-
ing of supernova remnants [54]. In the latter application, the
semi- and fully relativistic Los Alamos codes were used to
generate detailed atomic models of Fe for interpreting mea-
sured L-shell emission produced by Tychoʼs supernova
remnant. This collisional-radiative modeling provided a clear
validation for the use of modern, accurate models of detailed
atomic data for highly charged ions.

The experimental measurements relevant to the base of
the solar convection zone in [53] provide an interesting and
puzzling controversy between theory and experiment. Very
detailed LTE atomic physics models, including those pro-
duced with the Los Alamos semi-relativistic codes, have been
generated in an attempt to obtain accurate Rosseland mean
opacities and to match the frequency-dependent opacity data
measured at the Sandia Z facility. While a key goal of atomic
physics applications to solar-convection research is to deter-
mine accurate values of the LTE Rosseland mean opacity, the
Sandia experiments also provide motivation for investigating
the detailed spectral features of iron at these conditions. In
order to demonstrate the SCR, SCNR, CPLX and FULL CI
capabilities in the LASER codes, we consider the frequency-
dependent LTE opacity of iron at a temperature of 190 eV and
a free electron number density of n 9.0 10e

22= × electrons/
cm3, consistent with the solar-convection-zone conditions
mentioned in [53]. A relatively simple model with a max-
imum principal quantum number of n 4max = was chosen in
order to perform a calculation using all four options on the
same model, including the most computationally intensive,
FULL CI option. The same n 4max = model was used in the
Los Alamos semi-relativistic codes in [55] to assess the effect
of configuration interaction on the Rosseland mean opacity of
iron for solar-convection-zone conditions. While a value of
n 4max = is too low to obtain all of the detailed features that
are necessary to calculate an accurate Rosseland mean opa-
city, such reduced models are useful in assessing whether
varying amounts of CI might improve the accuracy in cal-
culations that consider more complete models. In the same
vein, such a model is adequate to provide some idea of
whether configuration interaction will significantly affect the
prominent spectral features when the ionization balance is
centered about the Ne-like ion stage. We consider this
approach in the present example. Such information is useful
in providing guidance for the design of new experiments
intended to measure the opacity of iron at conditions relevant
to the base of the solar convection zone. In addition, timing
information obtained from each of the four types of calcula-
tions provides a feasibility study about how best to proceed in
future calculations with larger, more complete models.
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As described in [55], the n 4max = model considered here
contains eight ion stages centered about the Ne-like stage,
from C-like through Al-like. Single- and double-electron
permutations are considered from the ground configuration of
each ion stage, resulting in total of approximately 220 000
fine-structure levels. The LTE opacities of iron obtained from
this model are displayed in figure 2 for the conditions men-
tioned above. The photon energy range of 950–1300 eV
(∼9.5–13 Å) in the figure is a subset of that considered in the
Sandia experiments described in [53]. The two curves in the
left panel represent the SCR and SCNR calculations, while
the two curves in the right panel represent the CPLX and
FULL CI calculations. The curves have been displayed in this
separated manner to avoid the complicated picture that would
result if all four curves were displayed in a single figure, and
also to facilitate the comparisons described below.

While there are a number of spectroscopic details that
could be studied in these figures, we primarily focus on the
pairs of downward arrows in the left and right panels, which
indicate the location of two prominent features that indicate
absorption from the J( 0)= ground level of Fe16+ to the
2p 4d (1 2, 3 2)J

5
1= and 2p 4d (3 2, 5 2)J

5
1= levels. The latter

(3 2, 5 2) feature appears at a slightly lower energy than the
(1 2, 3 2) in all cases. In the left panel, the (3 2, 5 2) feature
is significantly higher than the (1 2, 3 2) feature for the SCR
calculation, while the two features are of a similar strength in
the SCNR curve. This difference in the SCR versus SCNR
treatment indicates the importance of relativistic CI, or
intermediate coupling, for these two features. In comparing
the SCNR (dashed, red) curve on the left with the CPLX
(black, solid) curve on the right, there is no significant dif-
ference over most of the energy range, except for the features
below 970 eV, which are discussed to a limited extent below.
Comparing the FULL CI and CPLX curves in the right panel,
the FULL CI treatment produces dramatic (up to 50%)
increases in the two features mentioned above as well as in

the other weaker, surrounding features. Also, the relative
heights of the two Fe16+ in the FULL CI curve are now clearly
reversed compared to the behavior displayed in the simplest
calculation indicated by the SCR result in the left panel.
Clearly, FULL CI has a significant impact on the spectral
features of the opacity of iron in this energy range, warranting
further study of the effects of CI in this case. On the other
hand, FULL CI results were shown to increase the Rosseland
mean opacity by less than 2% in [55] when compared to
SCNR-type results for similar conditions. These apparently
conflicting effects can be easily understood in the context that
the Rosseland mean weighting function most strongly sam-
ples the frequency-dependent opacity at photon energies in
the vicinity of ∼700 eV for this particular case, which is
beyond the range displayed in figure 2. We also note that the
FULL CI calculation produces a small shift to higher energies
for the two features of current interest. This shift produces
good agreement (within 0.1%) with the NIST energy values
[32] for these two transitions: 1009.8 and 1021.8 eV for the
FULL CI calculation versus NIST values of 1010.97 and
1022.75 eV.

Returning to the features below 970 eV, we consider
the doublet of narrow lines that appears in the left panel at
964.2 and 966.7 eV in the SNCR curve, but not in the SCR
curve. These features correspond to various 2s 3p− and
2p 3d− transitions in the N-, O- and F-like stages. The
lines do not appear in the SCR curve because they corre-
spond to a two-electron transition when considering the
level labels in terms of nlj-type subshells. For example, the
dominant transition at 966.7 eV occurs between levels with
dominant state labels arising from the configurations
1s 2s 2p 2p 1s 2s 2p 2p 3p2 2

1 2
2

3 2
3 2 1

1 2
1

3 2
4

3 2
1− in the F-like stage. In

the SCR case, such a two-electron transition is strictly for-
bidden, but it is allowed in the SCNR case, for which it might
be characterized as a one-electron transition of the form
1s 2s 2p 1s 2s 2p 3p2 2 5 2 1 5 1− in nl-type notation. In the SCNR

Figure 2. The LTE opacity of iron at a temperature of 190 eV and a free electron number density of n 9.0 10e
22= × electrons/cm3 using the

n 4max = model described in the text. The figure on the left contains two curves obtained with the SCR (solid, black) and SCNR (dashed, red)
options. The figure on the right contains two curves obtained with the CPLX (solid, black) and FULL CI (dashed, red) options. The pair of
downward arrows in each figure indicate the location of transitions from the ground level J( 0)= to the 2p 4d (1 2, 3 2)J

5
1= and

2p 4d (3 2, 5 2)J
5

1= levels in Fe16+.
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(intermediate coupling) approach, the mixing of states that is
enabled when including in the diagonalization process all
relativistic configurations that arise from the same non-rela-
tivistic configuration makes such transitions possible. Shifting
to the right panel, the doublet undergoes a reduction in
magnitude for the CPLX calculation, followed by an increase
in the higher-energy feature of the pair for the FULL CI
calculation, but not to the height observed in the SCNR curve.
Thus, these features are rather sensitive to CI effects. Other
features in the displayed spectrum exhibit similar sensitivities,
which offers an opportunity for testing atomic structure the-
ory if they could be measured with precision. For complete-
ness, we note that the spectral features outside of the chosen
photon energy range also display similar increasing and
decreasing behavior with each type of model. This behavior is
expected due to the redistribution of oscillator strength that
occurs when more or less configuration interaction is con-
sidered in a given calculation.

As far as run times are concerned, as expected, the four
calculations can be ordered from fastest to slowest according
to their level of complexity with respect to how much CI is
included: SCR < SCNR < CPLX < FULL CI. The precise
difference in timing between one type of calculation and
another depends on the particular ion stage, but a typical
estimate is that each successive method in the ordered list
requires a factor of 2–4 more time to calculate than the pre-
vious method in the list, and an order of magnitude more time
is possible for ion stages with open-shell ground configura-
tions that result in large configuration lists based on the
electron-permutation scheme described above.

3.2. Tungsten

In this section, we demonstrate the importance of high-order
multipole oscillator strengths in the modeling of tungsten
plasmas under conditions relevant to magnetic confinement
fusion. This example is taken from the NLTE-7 workshop
held in 2011 [50]. The calculation was performed at the fol-
lowing non-LTE conditions: electron temperature Te = 5 keV,
radiation temperature Tr = 0, and free-electron number density
n 10e

14= electrons/cm3, which are consistent with conditions
in experiments carried out by Pütterich [56] to measure the
emission of tungsten. The particular model chosen for this
illustrative example uses the configuration-average approx-
imation. While fine-structure detail is required to analyze the
complicated features that appear in the experimental spec-
trum, a configuration-average approach is sufficient for this
illustration. The model consists of 14 ion stages, ranging from
Ar-like through Ga-like, with configurations generated from
the ground configurations via up to four-electron permuta-
tions among low-lying subshells and Rydberg subshells up to
n 8max = . The resulting model contains approximately 1.4
million relativistic configurations.

In figure 3, two spectra are presented. The right figure
includes E1, M1, E2, M2, E3 and M3 oscillator strengths in
the model (which are used in both obtaining the populations
and generating the spectrum), while the left figure only con-
siders E1 data. The emission features in the displayed

wavelength range are produced by a variety of ion stages, as
labeled. The lines result from transition arrays of the form

3p 3d* 3d 3p 3d* 3dm n m n3 1 4⋯ − ⋯+ , where the lower lying
filled subshells have been omitted and the following short-
hand notation is used: 3p 3p3 2≡ , 3d* 3d3 2≡ , and
3d 3d5 2≡ . Note the significant difference in the number and
heights of features when comparing the two spectra. The
figure on the left displays 2–4 features per ion stage, while the
figure on the right displays one very strong feature per ion
stage. This dramatic effect can be understood by examining
the energy level diagram for each ion stage. As a repre-
sentative example, we have chosen to display a schematic of
the lowest lying levels of Mn-like W49+ ions in figure 4. As
indicated in the illustration on the left, there is a possibility of
three E1 lines in this wavelength range, which appear around
29 Å in the left plot in figure 3. The strength of these lines
depends not only on their E1 oscillator strengths, but also on
the populations of the upper levels in each transition. The
right illustration provides an explanation for the behavior
when forbidden decay rates are included in the model. In this
case, the populations of the excited, radiating configurations
are greatly reduced because the corresponding lower levels
are greatly depopulated via forbidden decays to the ground
configuration. Thus, those lower, excited configurations are
not able to participate in the collisional pumping of the
excited states in a significant manner. Only the ground con-
figuration retains a significant amount of population in this
scenario, which pumps the single strong line observed around
29 Å in the right plot in figure 3.

3.3. Gold

A significant validation of the LASER codes was obtained at
the NLTE-4 Workshop in 2005 when comparing with mea-
surements of gold emission data reported by Heeter et al [57].
The benchmark relativistic model used in that submission
spanned a wide range of ion stages, from Sc-like through Mo-
like, in order to accommodate the prescribed range of test-
case conditions. The configurations in the more complicated
ion stages were obtained in a manner similar to that described
for tungsten in the previous section. In this case, configura-
tions were chosen by considering up to four-electron per-
mutations from the ground configuration, with a maximum of
three electrons in the n = 5 shell and a maximum of one
electron in the Rydberg shells in the range n6 8⩽ ⩽ .

In figure 5, a comparison of theory and experiment is
provided for shot 32031 presented in [57]. The calculation
was performed at the following non-LTE conditions: electron
temperature Te = 2.4 keV, radiation temperature Tr = 0, and
free-electron number density n 5.6 10e

20= × electrons/cm3,
which are consistent with the conditions reported in table I of
[57]. For these specific conditions, seven ion stages, from Co-
like through As-like, were chosen in the collisional-radiative
modeling calculations to obtain a converged charge state
distribution, resulting in ∼280 000 relativistic configurations.
In addition, the relativistic UTA approach described above
was used in generating the spectrum. We see that the agree-
ment between theory and experiment is quite good over most
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of the energy range. A majority of the line positions and
relative heights are well described by the model. The agree-
ment is not quite as good in the far left portion of the figure
compared to that obtained with the fit procedure described in
[57]. The calculated mean ion charge was 48.8, which is just
outside the inferred range of 49.5 ± 0.5 reported in [57].
Overall, this level of agreement is rather impressive when
considering the complexity of the relevant ion stages and that
the LASER calculations are completely ab initio. The spec-
trum displayed in figure 5 and the corresponding charge state
distribution were obtained from a single, self-consistent col-
lisional-radiative calculation at the specified conditions, rather
than fitting the experimental features to infer a charge state
distribution and mean ion charge.

3.4. Uranium

Experiments involving highly charged uranium ions are an
excellent choice for testing fundamental QED theory. For
example, the need to include the first-order QED correction to
the Coulomb interaction, referred to as the GBI or Møller
interaction, is well established from both a theoretical and
experimental perspective. A detailed account of the effect of

Figure 3. Calculated emission spectra for tungsten at Te = 5 keV, Tr = 0, and n 10e
14= electrons/cm3 using the configuration-average model

described in the text. The right figure includes E1, M1, E2, M2, E3 and M3 oscillator strengths in the model, while the left figure only
includes E1 data. The labels indicate the ion stages associated with various features.

Figure 4. Energy level diagrams of the lowest lying configurations of W49+. In the left diagram, three strong radiative transitions are indicated
by solid downward arrows. These lines are predicted to appear in the spectrum if forbidden radiative decay rates are excluded from the
modeling. In the right diagram, only one strong radiative transition occurs, as indicated by the vertical solid arrow, while the other two
transitions become much weaker, as indicated by the dashed arrows. The latter result is predicted if forbidden decay rates are included in the
modeling. See text for details.

Figure 5. Comparison of experimental (solid, black curve) and
theoretical (dashed, red curve) M-shell gold emission at
Te = 2.4 keV, Tr = 0, and n 5.6 10e

20= × electrons/cm3. The
experimental data are from [57] and the calculation was produced
with the Los Alamos suite of relativistic codes. The notation used to
identify the gold features is the same as that used in [57]. The
chlorine (Cl) and potassium (K) diagnostic lines are not included in
the calculation.
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the GBI on fundamental quantities such as EIE and EII cross
sections has been provided elsewhere [1, 58, 59]. The effect
of the GBI on such fundamental quantities can be significant,
up to 50% for highly charged uranium ions. In the case of EII
cross sections, experimental validation was provided 20 years
ago using U91+ and U90+ ions in an EBIT device at Lawrence
Livermore National Laboratory [60]. In this case, the
experiment preceded theoretical results [61, 62]. In the case of
EIE cross sections, theoretical predictions that included the
GBI for transitions in U91+, U90+ and U89+ ions were provided
20 years ago [58] and have only recently been experimentally
verified for U91+ via the experimental storage ring (ESR) at
GSI Darmstadt [63]. (See also the related article by
Gumberidze et al in this special issue.) These ESR experi-
ments include contributions from both proton- and electron-
impact excitation. The independent verification of this effect
for the process of EIE in highly charged uranium ions with an
EBIT device is an outstanding question [59, 64].

In each of these cases, the spectroscopy of highly
charged ions was used to infer the fundamental atomic data.
The concepts of experimental spectroscopy and fundamental
data are intimately related, especially for EBIT and ESR
devices where electron (and proton) collisions produce the
excited states that radiatively decay to produce the measured
spectra. As an illustration of the effect that the GBI can have
on fundamental quantities, we provide several calculations of
the EII 1s cross section of U91+ in figure 6. Note the ∼50%
increase in the cross section that results from inclusion of the
GBI across much of the impact-energy range, as well as the
experimental verification at an impact energy of 198 keV.

The collisional-radiative modeling of highly charged
uranium incorporates a number of capabilities in the LASER
codes that have been previously described. In order to illus-
trate how the relativistic suite might aid in the design and
interpretation of experiments involving distributions of mono-

energetic electrons, we consider an optically thin plasma
consisting entirely of He-like U90+ ions with an electron
number density of n 10e

12= electrons/cm3, which is a typical
value for an EBIT experiment. The electrons are assumed to be
perfectly mono-energetic at an energy of 105 keV so that a
delta function electron-energy distribution can be employed,
which simplifies the calculation of EIE rate coefficients. Also,
an energy of 105 keV is high enough to excite all possible
n = 2 transitions that initiate from the1s2 ground level, but low
enough that the corresponding n = 3 excitations are not pos-
sible directly from the ground level. Stepwise excitation to the
n = 3 levels via the n = 2 levels is negligible in this case due to
the relatively low density, which results in most of the popu-
lation residing in the ground level. (See, for example, [65].)
Thus, only the seven well-known, fine-structure levels that
arise from the 1s2, 1s2s, 1s2p1 2 and 1s2p3 2 configurations
need to be considered when constructing a model, and they are
so few in number that they can be treated in FULL CI mode. It
would be straightforward to relax the above assumptions, such
as considering a higher beam energy to include n = 3 cascades
in the interpretation of the spectroscopy from the n = 2 levels,
but the resulting analysis would be unnecessarily complicated.

The level energies obtained from the RATS FULL CI
calculation in this case are presented in table 1. Two sets of
energies are provided: a more accurate set obtained with
inclusion of the GBI and other QED corrections of self-energy
and vacuum polarization, and a less accurate set without those
effects (see chapter 2 of SZF for details). Note the inversion of
level ordering that occurs due to the more accurate treatment.
As shown below, this ordering has important consequences for
the emission spectrum because it involves J = 0 and J = 1
levels that are connected via an E1 radiative transition. The
level ordering obtained with the more accurate approach does
not completely agree with the most accurate calculations
available, e.g. [66–68]. The ordering of the two excited J = 0
levels should be switched. However, since these two levels are
not connected via a radiative decay, their ordering has minimal
consequences on the spectroscopy in this case.

In figure 7, we present the emissivity of U90+ at the
above specified conditions. In this case, only E1 oscillator

Figure 6. Electron-impact ionization 1s cross sections for U91+. The
curves represent the following calculations: fully relativistic
distorted-wave (DW) with the GBI (solid, black), fully relativistic
distorted-wave with Coulomb interaction only (dashed, blue), and
semi-relativistic distorted-wave with Coulomb interaction only
(dotted, red). The experimental data point with error bars at an
impact energy of 198 keV is from [60].

Table 1. List of energies (in keV) obtained with the RATS code for
U90+. The column labeled ‘GBI + QED’ is the more accurate
calculation that contains the GBI and other QED corrections of self-
energy and vacuum polarization. The ‘standard’ calculation does not
include these corrections. For convenience in the spectral analysis,
the w x y, , and z transitions are labeled according to the upper level
in each transition.

Level Transition label GBI + QED Standard

1s2 0.0000 0.0000
(1s2s)1 z 96.241 96.772
(1s2p )1 2 1 y 96.432 97.002

(1s2s)0 96.506 96.962
(1s2p )1 2 0 96.542 96.973

(1s2p )3 2 2 x 100.80 101.37

(1s2p )3 2 1 w 100.87 101.42
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strengths were included in the collisional-radiative modeling.
Therefore, the w and y lines appear in the spectrum, but the x
(M2) and z (M1) lines do not. The more accurate structure
calculations produce a shift of both lines to lower energies
and also cause a redistribution of oscillator strength.

In figure 8, the same U90+ emissivity is presented as in
figure 7, but with higher-order multipole oscillator strengths
included in the collisional-radiative modeling. Thus, the x and
z lines now appear. The w and x lines are nearly degenerate
and can not be distinguished. The y and z lines have almost
the same energy, and can barely be discerned. While the y and
z lines have the same relative energy position in both calcu-
lations, the strength of each line is significantly different. This
redistribution is due to the difference in energy ordering
mentioned above. In the less accurate, ‘standard’ calculation,
the upper level of the y transition has an extra radiative decay
channel that does not exist in the more accurate model. Thus,
the y line is significantly quenched in the less accurate

calculation. As in figure 7, the more accurate structure cal-
culation produces features that are shifted to lower energies.

Finally, in figure 9, we present our most accurate cal-
culation, which also includes the GBI in the calculation of the
EIE cross sections that were used in the collisional-radiative
modeling. This calculation is represented by the red, dashed
curve, which is compared to the black, solid curve that also
appeared in figure 8. A comparison of these two curves
indicates the effect of the GBI on EIE rates and the resulting
emission spectrum. The curves are qualitatively similar, but
the more accurate curve displays a z line that is 25% higher
and a y line that is 44% higher. The strong increase in the y
line is due to the corresponding EIE cross section being
enhanced by a similar amount when the GBI is considered.
On the other hand, the EIE cross section for the w transition is
not significantly altered by the GBI at an energy of 105 keV.
(See figure 3 in [59] for details.)

Of course, the analysis of radiation emitted in EBIT and
ESR is more involved than the above example. Those spectra
typically involve more than one ion stage, recombination
processes, etc. Also, the presence of directive electrons leads
to polarized radiation, which is a subject of ongoing interest.
Current research includes such fundamental topics as the
study of interference effects between E1 and M2 amplitudes
for the linear polarization of light emitted by U90+ ions [69].
More generally, the concepts of alignment and polarization
have recently been the focus of significant theoretical and
experimental efforts [65, 70–75]. For example, a review of
radiative electron capture in the presence of highly charged
ions has recently been written [70], which includes the use of
density matrix theory to obtain expressions for alignment
quantities of interest. Also, theoretical efforts to rigorously
derive correct and convenient expressions for the rate coef-
ficients necessary to carry out collisional-radiative modeling
for magnetic sublevels have been underway for several years

Figure 7. Emissivity of U90+ for an electron density of n 10e
12=

electrons/cm3 and an electron beam energy of 105 keV. The solid,
black curve was obtained with atomic structure that included the
GBI and other QED corrections, while the calculations represented
by the dashed, red curve did not include those effects. Only the
Coulomb interaction was included in the calculation of the EIE cross
sections that were used in the collisional-radiative modeling.

Figure 8. Same as figure 7 except that both calculations include
higher-order multipole oscillator strengths in the modeling.

Figure 9. The emissivity of U90+ at the same conditions as in
figures 7 and 8. The solid, black curve is the same as that appearing
in figure 8, i.e. it was calculated with the GBI and other QED
corrections in the atomic structure, as well as the inclusion of higher-
order multipole oscillator strengths in the modeling. The calculation
represented by the red, dashed curve is the same as that for the solid
curve except that it was calculated with the inclusion of the GBI in
the EIE cross sections.
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[71–75]. The latter research has been primarily focused on
semi-relativistic systems, and its extension to high-Z ions
would be directly applicable to the work described here.

4. Summary

We have provided an overview of the LASER atomic physics
codes. The suite contains a broad range of capabilities to
produce detailed atomic physics models in configuration-
average and fine-structure modes. These models are obtained
in a self-consistent, ab initio manner and can be used in the
collisional-radiative modeling of a variety of plasmas.
Examples have been provided to demonstrate the modeling of
spectroscopy of highly charged ions for iron, tungsten, gold
and uranium. These spectral applications range from the
modeling of astrophysical objects, to magnetic fusion and
inertial confinement plasmas, as well as the testing of fun-
damental QED theory.
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